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Abstract

A general procedure for recognising and identifying oval forms is suggested and per-
formed on an 18th century engraving representing the Bibliotheca Wolfenbüttel from 1705.
The importance of finding a systematic, consistent and historically plausible procedure
is stressed.

1 Introduction

The purpose of the present note is twofold. First, we show in a general setup how
to investigate an architectural drawing containing twice symmetrical curves in order
to develop a hypothesis of the underlying geometric construction. Secondly, we study
as an application of the aforementioned procedure the specific copperplate engraving
showing the plan of the Bibliotheca Wolfenbüttel (Germany) – demolished in 1887 –
and suggest a hypothesis on how various inner ovals of the building were designed.

Knowing that there is no algorithm to detect the construction of an oval from a
given drawing, we nevertheless try to suggest a procedure – as systematic as possible –
which at the end of the day results in a convincing hypothesis for the underlying
drawing. This procedure is pursued in Section 3 and 4 and divided into several steps.
It gives the reader a guideline on how to proceed, and this suggestion is based on the
experience of the first author in analysing ovals over many years.

Step 1: We try to find out whether the architect of the building had to obey certain
restrictions (e. g. size and shape of the building) or was free to choose.
Step 2: We draw temporary axis lines and try to find out whether the given figure (or
set of points) can be better approximated by an oval – made of four or more arcs – or
by an ellipse.
Step 3: Based on the above preliminary construction we check if certain properties or
special choices of points are met. This enables us to recognize known shapes and/or
suggest construction procedures.
Step 4: We then test our hypothesis for the drawing procedure, starting anew on
the given data and possibly emending or improving it according to how the resulting
oval(s) fit.

A prototypical example of the above general procedure is our study of Anton August
Beck’s (1713–1787) engraving of 1766 (see title page) after a drawing by the engineer
Georg Winterschmidt (1722–1770). The library (Fig.1 , 10 and 2) was commissioned
by Anton Ulrich, Duke of Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel, and was built between 1705
and 1723 by Hermann Korb (1656–1735). So the engraving showing the plan of the
Bibliotheca Wolfenbüttel, which we are studying, was produced more than 50 years
after the library was built. The actual building was a half-timbered construction
which was not very solid. It was torn down in 1887. It is not clear at all as to whether
Winterschmidt had access to the original plan. Beck may have had a slightly different
plan than the one depicted in the engraving. Moreover, the engraving was based on
the drawing and may have brought more inaccuracies to the print which we have
access to today. After all, ovals cannot be copied, they must be (re)constructed: an
analysis like the one performed here is needed, or information about the position of the
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Fig. 1: Tacke, Andreas Christian Ludwig (1823–1899): Bibliotheca Wolfenbüttel 1888

arc centres in the drawing. This is the reason why a particularly elegant and simple
second hypothesis – inspired by the first one – has also been made, and illustrated in
the parallel work [12] by the same authors.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to an example of how
a merely geometrical analysis may not be sufficient to determine how a curve was
originally drawn. Section 3 points out, by means of a couple of examples, the different
approaches that are taken when drawing a 4-centre oval, according to constraints
which influence the chosen construction. In Section 4 we suggest a practical procedure
to determine which steps were taken when drawing an oval shape inside its context.
In Section 5 all the arguments presented before are applied to the Winterschmidt-
Beck engraving of the Bibliotheca Wolfenbüttel. Finally, in Section 6 we sum up our
conclusions to the study.

2 Recognising an existing curve profile

When a set of points is given, there are nowadays many tools enabling one to find
a curve – in the form of an equation – which is satisfied by their coordinates, once
the points have been embedded into a coordinate system. If no such equation can be
found, a curve satisfying some kind of minimizing criteria – that is, passing as close as
possible to the given points – can be provided.

But if we are interested in understanding what the idea was behind an architectural
project, and the architect himself has drawn on paper or some other support the plan
of an arch, a church or an amphitheatre – which is the case for anything that has
been built up to a few decades ago – the approach has to be a different one. We have
to take into account a series of cultural elements: the geometry known at the time,
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Fig. 2: Copper engraving - following a drawing by Winterschmidt - of the Bibliotheca Wolfenbüttel
by A.A. Beck (1766). Ground plan of the first floor.

the building techniques which were at hand and the way the architect approached the
whole process of inventing and then transporting his ideas onto a piece of paper or
other support.

Suppose the horizontal section of a piece of an ancient building has been discovered,
and one is lucky enough to be able to represent its form as a continuous curved line
on the screen of a computer. Suppose also that, for some reason, it can be assumed
that the curve is part of a longer one having a given symmetry direction.

What was the architect’s plan? What shape did he actually conceive?

We imagine the curve in Fig. 3a) and start investigating the different possibilities.
We obviously start with a circle and, by means of some software, without any cal-
culations, play around with different ones until we find a preliminary best fit (see
Fig. 3b)). This first try having been very unsatisfactory, we move on to the parabola
(not knowing if the curve we are looking for has one or two symmetry axes), although
quite complicated to draw on the ground at the time, and we find a much better fit
(Fig. 3c)). In order to examine all the different possibilities, we try out a 4-centre oval,
and come out with another relatively good fit (Fig. 3d). But the very best guess is
that of the ellipse in Fig. 3e). We are now completely satisfied and are ready to affirm
that the building most certainly had an elliptical plan.

The truth is that we chose the curve as a segment of the 8-arc oval1 represented

1We abandon here the use of the expression m-centre oval, substituting it with the more precise
one m-arc oval, already used by Wilson Jones [25]. The number of centres can actually be smaller
than that of the arcs of the oval. There are for example 8-arc ovals with 8-centres as well as 12-arc
ovals also with 8-centres. 4-arc ovals nevertheless always have 4 centres, that is why, also for historical
reasons, we chose to maintain the expression 4-centre ovals.
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Fig. 3: a) The given curve, b) fitting with a circle, c) fitting with a parabola, d) fitting with
a 4-centre oval, e) fitting with an ellipse and (f) the 8-arc oval which actually originated the
curve.

in Fig. 3f). Although this oval and the previous ellipse are practically the same at
the investigated section, the whole oval is about one fifth shorter, and its centres, the
places where some kind of post would have to be planted in order to draw the curve
on the ground, are quite distant from the foci of the ellipse, where in turn the posts
would have been if the shape to be drawn had been this one.

It is in general true that a carefully planned 8-arc oval can be almost indistinguish-
able from an ellipse (see [20] or [10], dealing with approximation of an ellipse with
an 8-arc oval), although the two are conceptually two very different matters.

This means that, in order to make more than an educated guess, we have to take
into account many factors, which we will try to illustrate in the next section, where we
suggest a practical method to recognise oval forms in the framework of a hypothesis
on the actual steps taken by the architect when drawing the plan for his construction.
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Fig. 4: Construction of an oval given the axis lines, the centres of the arcs and the minor axis.

We can however anticipate that numerical methods used to find the best fit – even
when only a set of points is available – are not only often useless, they are sometimes
misleading.

3 A selection of methods to draw a 4-centre oval

A 4-centre oval is a twice symmetric closed convex curve made of arcs of circle, in such
a way that the arcs share the same tangent at the connection points (the connection
is, so to say, smooth). First in [15] and then in [16, Chap. 3] one of the present
authors describes systematically how it can be constructed according to which three
parameters – chosen among a list of ten – are given. In the framework of the present
paper we are concerned in understanding which construction the architect conceived
and which parameters/points he chose or had to choose to use. The main distinction we
make is between unconstrained and constrained oval constructions (or simply ovals).

3.1 Unconstrained ovals

By unconstrained ovals we mean forms which are not supposed to fit exactly inside an
arbitrary rectangle. This means that, unless two other parameters are fixed, as is the
case with ovals supposed to have pre-determined centres (e.g. the case of nested ovals
all sharing the same four centres, concentric ovals – see [16, Chap. 4]), the artist is
free to construct any oval shape he desires. Particularly interesting or elegant shapes
(see, for example, a list in [16, Chap. 6]) can be constructed from the inside: starting
from special triangles, from squares or circles, a whole set of ovals can be drawn. We
illustrate here two of these special forms. Before this, we start with a general purpose
construction, given freely chosen positions of the centres of the arcs and the length of
one of the axes.

Elementary 4-arc oval construction (Fig. 4)

Any two pairs of points (K symmetrical to K ′ and J symmetrical to J ′), each one
symmetrical w.r.t. the symmetry centre O, can be chosen as centres for the four arcs of
circle composing the oval. A specific oval is then determined, for example by choosing
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Fig. 5: Construction of the oval of the third.

the length of the minor axis, say OB (there is a minimal length for OB – see [16,
Constr. 12, p. 32/3]) and then drawing a circle centred in J with radius JB. The
intersection H between this and the line JK (or the line JK ′) is the connection point
where the following arc starts; this will have its centre in K (or in K ′) and will end
with the symmetrical point of H w.r.t. the horizontal axis – say H ′. The third arc has
its centre in J ′ and again radius JB and the last one centre in K ′ and radius KH.

Diapente Oval of the third (Fig. 5)

As a second example we consider the oval corresponding to the plan of the church of
Sant’ Anna dei Palafrenieri, built by Jacopo Barozzi (1507–1573), known as Vignola,
the first of many oval churches in Rome (building started in 1572). The survey by
F. Billiani and C. Caratelli [1] was analized by S. Duvernoy [9, p. 444] and the following
oval shape was detected (see Fig. 5): having chosen a length for the minor axis BB′

(first parameter) one divides it into 16 equal units and draws a right-angled triangle
having a vertical cathetus with the length of 4 units, its right angle sharing its origin
with the mid point O of the minor axis and the cathetus lying on the major axis
line having a length of 3 of the same parts. According to Pythagoras theorem the
hypotenuse measures 5 units (thus forming the so-called Pythagorean triplet 3-4-5).
The circle with centre J and radius JB contains one of the arcs of the oval; from
its intersection H with JK we can then draw the second arc, with centre K and
radius KH, up to point H ′, symmetrical to H w.r.t. the horizontal axis. Point H
is aligned with both K and J , so the meeting arcs share the same tangent (which is
perpendicular to the radia) and the connection is therefore smooth. The oval can be
completed using the two missing centres, symmetrical to the previous ones w.r.t. the
centre of symmetry O. This oval shape is called oval of the third in E. Dotto’s book [8]
on harmonic ovals– ovals having special proportions – and its axes have a ratio of 4:5.
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Fig. 6: Serlio’s fourth construction of an oval.

Serlio’s fourth construction (Fig. 6)

As a third example of an unconstrained oval, let us illustrate Sebastiano Serlio’s fourth
construction. In the first book De Geometria [22] from his 1545 treatise L’Architettura,
he illustrates a general method for drawing ovals of which the centres are the vertices
of two equilateral triangles with a common side, as well as with three other construc-
tions. The last one he probably used himself (according for example to J. H. Müller [17,
Fig. 7b]) when drawing the outer perimeter in the study for an oval temple (our trans-
lation) in the fifth book [22] of L’Architettura called De le Diverse Forme dei Templi
Sacri. Two equilateral triangles sharing a common side are drawn (see Fig. 6), again as
in Serlio’s first method, the four vertices chosen as centres for the arcs forming the oval
(points K, J , K ′ and J ′), accounting for two parameters. Then the shorter radius r1
for two arcs is chosen as being exactly the length of the side of the triangles. So it is
now enough to draw the two circles with centres K and K ′ and radius equal to KK ′

and then the two missing arcs having centres in J and J ′ and twice the radius of the
previous circles.

3.2 Constrained ovals

In many cases the artist was challenged with the task of drawing an oval with given
axis lengths. This is the case, for example, with ovals inside a given frame: a room
in a building, the impost of a dome, or oval arches of given span and rise. Mastering
this problem makes it possible to decide for any axis lengths and choose – contrary to
ellipses – which of the infinite possible ovals to choose from.

The first documented trace of a solution to this problem can be found in A. Bosse’s
(1604–1676) treatise of 1655 [2], where a procedure to draw on oval is described once
the axis lengths and one of the centres are given. This procedure was probably known
before, as argued both in [15] and in [13]. A second solution is attributed to C. Huygens
(1629–1697) (see [5] and [7]) where an oval can be traced using the two axis lengths and
the value of nearly any angle which the line connecting two centres should form with
the horizontal axis. Only in 1995 was a description of all ovals fitting any inscribing
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Fig. 7: Abraham Bosse’s construction of an oval, detail of [2, p. 105].

rectangle suggested by F. Ragazzo and proved by F. Ghione [18] by means of analytic
geometry, and later by one of the present authors by means of Euclidean geometry,
both for ovals and for other polycentric curves [14]. We will here illustrate both Bosse’s
method and Huygens’ method.

Bosse’s construction (Fig. 7)

Starting from two axis lengths and a point I on the longer one EF , as a desired centre
for one of the arcs, Bosse draws the circle with centre I and radius IE; on the shorter
axis he identifies, starting from M , the segment MO equal in measure to EI, and
draws the segment OI and its mid-perpendicular. The latter intersects the vertical
axis at point N ; now the line NI is drawn, and prolonged up to the circle drawn at
the beginning. The intersection of line and circle, point G, is one of the connection
points between two arcs; with radius NG and centre N another arc can now be traced
up to H, symmetric of G w.r.t. the vertical axis H, and so on.

A very similar construction can be made when, instead of a centre on the horizontal
axis, a centre on the vertical axis is chosen. We will call this Bosse’s inverted construc-
tion. For limitations on these two choices see [16, constructions 1a and 3a on page 20
and 24, resp.].

Huygens’ construction (Fig. 8)

Huygens’ construction makes it possible to draw an oval given the two axis lengths
and the value of the angle β which the line containing two centres forms with the
horizontal axis. As explained in [8], it was originally intended for an angle β = 30◦,
but the extension to (nearly) any angle β is straightforward: in this paper, E. Dotto
cites as sources [5], [6] and [7] (where a table is dedicated to different constructions
of polycentric ovals, including arches with 5, 7 or 11 arcs). One proceeds as follows:
draw an angle equal to β onto OA, with vertex O; draw a circle with centre O and
radius OA; now name D its intersection with line OB, and name C its intersection
with the second side of the β angle. Draw the segment DC and then its parallel
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from B, and call H the intersection of this line with the segment AC. The parallel
to OC through H is the line where K and J can be found as intersections with the two
axes. The arcs ÂH with centre K and B̂H with centre J can thus be drawn, sharing
a common tangent – since K, H and J are co-linear – and forming the quarter oval
from which the whole oval can be easily derived.

4 A suggested procedure for investigating oval shapes from available
sources

Choices made by an architect in determining which closed convex curve to draw and
how, were made for aesthetic and/or practical reasons, and were influenced by the
practices and tastes of the times. They can be guessed, or even precisely determined,
by means of a delicate and sometimes long experimental process which uses geometrical
instruments, always being aware of the technical knowledge and of the artistic trends
of the period.

4.1 Investigating oval shapes

Once an elliptical form has been ruled out (easily done with most CAD or geometri-
cal programs), one can start looking for an oval construction, which is a much more
complicated task. Even when an ellipse does provide a good match, it should be fur-
ther investigated if an 8-arc oval provides the same geometrical fit and maybe a more
systematic one. Ovals are in many cases more common than ellipses, in Roman am-
phitheatres for example, see Wilson Jones [25, p. 394]. For more examples see also the
articles by Huerta [11] and López Mozo [13].

The hypothesis for the project of the San Carlino dome in Rome (San Carlo alle
Quattro Fontane) by Borromini (1599–1667) – put forward by one of the authors to-
gether with M. Caputo [3] – is the result of nearly three years’ work and more than 50
different ideas on how this extremely complicated vault, with its oval horizontal sec-
tions, was designed. All the brainstorming which took place at the time has become
an invaluable experience allowing us to tackle other oval forms. We will use it as an
example in Sec. 4.2.4.

Many recent papers have been devoted to understanding which oval forms were
chosen for specific churches, rooms, arches or even city squares.

In the case of nested ovals on different three dimensional levels sharing the same
symmetry axes, as in amphitheatres for example, a precise rule needs to be found
explaining the form of the different curves and their corresponding levels at the same
time, although sometimes, as in the church of Camaŕın of the Virgin, near Valencia
(see [24]), the levels used to build the continuous vault surface are not directly de-
tectable. One should keep in mind that nested ovals (of any number of arcs) having
a constant distance to the next one can be drawn using the same centres (the already
cited concentric ovals), but their shape changes (see [16, Chap. 4]). In the case of
ellipses, to achieve constant distance, not only do the shapes need to change, the foci
also need to be shifted.2

Recent works have tackled the problem of recognising ovals or ellipses in the con-
struction plans of various buildings or sites. In the 2022 paper on the dome of

2Given an ellipse with half axes a and b, and foci with distance F =
√
a2 − b2 to the centre of

symmetry, then any other ellipse having constant distance δ to the first one on the abscissa and on
the ordinate, will have foci distant F ′ =

√
(a+ δ)2 − (b+ δ)2 to the centre of symmetry. We believe

that the distance of both ellipses is constant.
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Fig. 8: Huygens’ method to draw an oval given the two axis lengths and the desired angle for
the line connecting the centres of two consecutive arcs.

the church of Camaŕın of the Virgin by E. Capilla Tamborero, V. Calvo Roselló and
M. Carmen Gómez Collado [24], a very thorough work was undertaken, using a cloud of
various thousands of points detected on the inner surface of the dome. The conclusions
are that ellipses were used for all the horizontal sections and half 8-arc ovals were used
for the vertical and transversal sections. Considering that ellipses can be very well ap-
proximated by 8-arc ovals, and that the authors themselves leave an open door to the
hypothesis that maybe ellipses were not used after all, a study on the sequence of ac-
tions performed by the architect while drawing his plan may shed light on one of the two
hypotheses, although which horizontal sections were actually drawn on paper unfor-
tunately remains a mystery. In their 2020 paper, C. Rossi and F. Fiorillo [21] examine
the vaults in the Fort of Umm al-Dabadibof in Egypt, dating from the IV. century AD,
comparing fittings among different curves, always keeping an eye on how easy or com-
plicated the actual construction had to be in the different cases, deciding in the end
for the elliptic hypothesis, imagining the shape(s) drawn on a vertical wall behind
the vaults used as reference. For vertical arcs it would however be very interesting
to find out if the inner part of an arch – or a wooden support for it – could be built
on the ground, making it easier to draw elliptic or oval shapes, and then raised to its
definitive position. The interesting paper by C. Stanga [23], also published in 2020, is
about the fine ballroom of the Villa Borromeo in Cassano d’Adda and its oval vault.
The villa was built in the second half of the XVIII. century. The corner half arches
are shown to have the shape of a quarter oval with the proportions 3:5, corresponding
to the “oval of the sixth” described in [8], while it is suggested that the floor plan is
described by a racetrack oval (defined also as running track, a shape formed by two half
circles connected by two parallel segments), and by another harmonic oval. The use of
such an unconstrained oval (see Sec. 3.1) for a room with (probably) given dimensions,
also suggest checking for constrained oval shapes (see Sec. 3.2). Finally, we refer to
the 2017 article by A. Carlini and P. Magrone [4] where the geometry of St. Peter’s
square in Rome (realized by Carlo Fontana in 1694) is described as an oval where two
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of the centres correspond to points where a visitor can observe the five curved rows
of columns seeing only the most inner one; their work also features a thorough com-
parison between the use of ellipse or oval in architecture, both from a geometrical and
from a practical point of view.

4.2 The method

4.2.1 Searching for a fitting oval

We start our analysis by importing our source image or our set of points into our CAD
or geometry computer programme. Although we proceed in general terms, the reader
may use Fig. 11 as a reference. We pinpoint two opposite vertices of the closed convex
curve we want to study and from these we derive two temporary orthogonal axes, and
then the other pair of symmetrical vertices. Now we highlight 4-5 points on the curve
(or among the available points) close to one of the vertices – we suggest a vertex on
the longer axis – and draw segments between the points. Next we construct the mid-
point perpendiculars of these segments. In the case of an ellipse all these axes meet
at different points, none of them on the horizontal axis; in the case of an oval they
all converge to the centre of the arc where the points have been chosen (unless the
points chosen further away from the vertex belong to the subsequent arc). So we can
make a first temporary guess for one of the centres by choosing a point on the drawn
horizontal axis; we draw a circle having this point as centre, overlapping as much as
possible with the curve (or with the points) we have been focusing on. At this point
we usually realise that a better match would be obtained by shifting the horizontal
axis slightly, and we do this – by playing around with the points chosen at the very
beginning as vertices – until the fit is satisfactory (hopefully in the software we are
using, the chosen centre is carried around by the line it was chosen on, when moving
the latter). Now we get our programme to mirror our construction w.r.t. the chosen
vertical axis and check the fitting on the opposite side. This is another opportunity
for shifting the set of axes to get an even better fit. Since we are focusing on a curve,
we should choose axes for the purpose of finding a fitting oval, even if such axes are
not perfect for the rest of the building. At this point a trial oval can be drawn, since
both axes and a centre have been temporarily identified. It is enough to use Bosse’s
method, described in Sec. 3.2. We now must check if this shape fits the data relatively
well. If this is not the case, as sometimes happens with the middle part of a quarter
oval, then an 8-arc oval should be tested to see if it would be a better choice: a similar
procedure as described before should be undertaken with points close to a vertex on
the other symmetry axis as the one used before, looking for another centre, and then
searching for the third centre in the same quadrant. It is a trial and error procedure.
If on the other hand one is relatively satisfied with the 4-centre oval guess, the moment
has come to look for special features of the drawn oval, since having found a fitting
oval does not explain how this oval was drawn.

4.2.2 Analysing the oval curve

In order to look now for special features of our fitting oval (see again Fig. 4), tests
should be run measuring the distances from the centres to the symmetry centre, the
lengths of the axes and the width of the angle β between one of the axes and the line
joining two consecutive centres, in an attempt to check if one of the following situations
occur:
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– The axis lengths OA and OB share a specific ratio (1:2, 2:3, 3:4, 1√
2

etc.).

– The position of one of the centres is in some way related to that of the vertices.

– The length OK is very close to an integer value of the Braunschweiger feet and OJ
isn’t. This may imply that the position of K was chosen and the position of J was
just a consequence of this.

– The angle β has a value close to 30◦, 45◦or 60◦.

– Vertices or centres can be obtained by means of other points already present in the
drawing.

Suppose for example that OK and OJ have a 3 : 4 ratio, and that OB = 2OJ ;
this would mean that an oval of the third (see Fig. 5) was probably drawn. If we find
that β = 60◦ and that JK ≈ KH, then it is probably Serlio’s fourth construction (see
Fig. 6). In both cases, having recognized the shape, it is still to be determined how
the actual lengths were chosen. For a non-exhaustive list of remarkable oval shapes
see [16, Chap. 6], [8].

In the case of the impost in Borromini’s dome of San Carlino for example (built in
the first half of the 17th century) it was observed that the centre on the vertical axis
had been chosen to have a distance to the centre equal to the major axis. The axis
lengths being imposed by the building, the architect had to draw a constrained oval,
which means that he knew more about ovals then what one may conclude considering
the treatises we have access to today (see [15] on this subject). In the case presented in
this paper – described in following pages – our hypothesis suggests that one of the axis
lengths was also detected by means of a simple geometric construction. In all cases
the goal is to detect an elegant and simple drawing procedure which the architect is
supposed to have undertaken when drawing his plan. It mustn’t though be forgotten
that in the case of constrained ovals, special oval shapes could not be drawn, that is
none of the harmonic ovals described in [8] as well as none of the remarkable shapes
described in [16, Chap. 6].

4.2.3 Trying out a drawing procedure

Once a possible systematic procedure for the original drawing has been detected, the
whole of our construction has to be made invisible, except for the last chosen axes,
and the hypothetical drawing steps taken by the architect carefully performed. At
this point we are really in a position of judging how good our construction is. The
fit may not be exact on all sides, but if the original picture is not symmetrical one
should look for a fit on at least two quadrants. In San Carlino for example, a minor
breakdown of the scaffolding on the building site was considered responsible for a lack
of symmetry in one of the quadrants. Moreover it is known that the church suffered
damages because of an earthquake. In general the use of a small number of points for
the construction is good evidence that one is on the right path.

The final accepted hypothesis should take into account whether the oval had con-
straints or not (see Secs. 3.1 and 3.2), if it makes use of the smallest possible number of
points on the drawing (i.e. the smallest possible number of holes for the compass) and
if it offers references to previous buildings or known constructions, often as a homage
to another architect. The hypothesis for the San Carlino dome suggests that the im-
post oval was thought of as a deformation of Serlio’s fourth oval – cited in Sec. 3.1 as
an example of an unconstrained oval – made to fit a slightly more elongated rectangle
than the one inscribing the latter.
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Fig. 9: The hypothesis on how the impost and the lantern oval were determined in the church
of San Carlino in Rome, according to M. Caputo and A.A. Mazzotti (image from [3]).

When particularly complex constructions are examined, it should be noted that the
amount of information to pass on to the labourers suggested this information should
be kept simple. This meant trying to keep measurements and distances in the order
of multiples or simple fractions of the unit of measurement used in that place at that
time. In San Carlino multiples of the Roman foot were often used.

4.2.4 Two examples

We illustrate two examples of detecting 4-centre oval shapes and how they were drawn,
both taken from [3], where the genesis of the dome of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane
by Francesco Borromini is investigated.

Constrained impost oval in San Carlino

We start from the impost oval. It is a constrained oval (see Sec. 3.2) since it had to be
built in a given frame; this means that one single extra parameter would uniquely define
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Fig. 10: Tacke, Andreas Christian Ludwig (1823–1899): Bibliotheca Wolfenbüttel 1887

the oval. Of the various conjectured shapes, the oval which seemed more logical was
the one where two of the centres have the same distance to the centre as the endpoints
of the major axis. This meant finding them at the intersection of a circle with centre
in O and radius OA, with the vertical axis (see Fig. 9). Although not proven by existing
sources, this allowed the first author, already in [15], to suggest that Borromini knew,
or was able to derive, the inverted Bosse construction [16, Constr. 3, p. 24/5].

Unconstrained lantern oval in San Carlino

We start from the impost oval. It is a constrained oval (see Sec. 3.2), A later step in
the planning of the dome was to draw the oval surrounding the lantern to be built
on top of the dome. This is a case of an unconstrained oval (see Sec. 3.1) since the
architect was free to choose the shape he preferred. After finding a set of (very similar)
matching ovals, the authors of [3] observed (see again Fig. 9) a series of facts:
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– the centres on the vertical axis D and B seemed very close to the endpoints of the
shorter axis of the impost oval, previously drawn

– the centres on the horizontal one K ′ and K ′′ had an approximate distance of 4 Ro-
man palms to the centre of symmetry

– the isosceles triangle inscribed in the half oval was very close to being equilateral

– the length of the major axis is almost equal to the difference between the two impost
axes.

Using just the first three as conditions for the drawing would determine the oval
precisely, but such an oval would have been very complicated to draw at the time [16,
Constr. 72, p. 38]. Moreover, the length of the major axis had to be consistent with
the height of the vault at the level of the lantern, determining it or being determined
by it. Decisions were made to tackle this surplus of properties in the following way.

A hypothesis consistent with the whole process of planning the dome suggested that
the level of the lantern was decided beforehand. This implied that the major axis of
the lantern oval should have a width projected from the vertical section down to the
horizontal one (points P ′ and Q′ down to points C ′ and A′). It was then conjectured
that two centres were chosen at the endpoints of the minor axis of the impost oval –
namely D and B –, and that two more (J ′ and K ′ in the figure) were chosen 4 Roman
palms away from the centre of symmetry. To draw such on oval it is sufficient to use
the first construction illustrated in Sec. 3.1.

It is possible, as suggested by the authors of [3], that Borromini chose this shape,
among infinite possibilities, because it carried other properties with it, such as that of
inscribing a nearly equilateral triangle.

5 The ovals drawn in the Winterschmidt-Beck engraving of the li-
brary in Wolfenbüttel

The Winterschmidt–Beck engraving allows for a detailed exam and can be used to
illustrate a general procedure for determining oval forms and how they were chosen
and drawn within the overall project of the building they were inserted in. The authors
formulate here a specific hypothesis for the drawing which originated the engraving,
following the procedure illustrated.

5.1 Beck’s engraving after Winterschmidt’s drawing

We study the ovals of the 18th century library in Wolfenbüttel. The building was
designed by Hermann Korb (1656–1735) and built by him from 1705 until 1723. Other
kinds of representations, such as the one in Fig. 10, give a better idea of what the
library actually looked like. The shape of the inner room over four floors is established
by twelve squared columns forming an oval. The columns are massive squared stone
pillars with gilded fluting (“Kanneluren” in German) to streamline them. This oval
extends over all four further floors. The oval shape on the first floor is set in a 4:3
rectangle, i. e. the classical relation of the sesquitertia (Fig. 11). The pillars on the
first floor enclose with their oval form a spacious central room. The oval around them
is surrounded by another oval made of a wall of bookshelves, which can be accessed
from both sides. The oval design continues on the second floor with a gallery and
bookshelves at the outer oval walls. The third floor is a wall only, with filled spaces
between the columns; this serves optically as a base for the windows in the floor above.
Finally, the fourth floor displays the same oval as the one formed by the pillars with
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Fig. 11: Detecting a first possible centre for the inner oval of the bookshelves.

a lantern including 24 double arched windows. This lantern on top of the building
revealed the oval to the outside world. These windows gave spectacular daylight to
the whole library – the oval form together with the lantern being Korb’s outstanding
innovation when designing the building. The book shelves are almost negligible, space
and light and columns dominate.

The basis for our study of the oval is an engraving, a technical representation. As
we have already mentioned, the engraving was produced some fifty years after the
library was built and thirty years after Korb’s death. It was based on a drawing
by Winterschmidt, also made after Korb’s death. Winterschmidt was able to take
measurements and probably get some kind of information about Korb’s construction,
but we don’t know how much and how reliable it was, so the drawing of the oval
was either based on drawings or precise descriptions, or had to be somehow guessed.
Then came Beck, who used Winterschmidt’s drawing, this time presumably aware of
the way Winterschmidt had operated, when not by direct contact with him, then by
examination of the construction lines and curves on the sheet of paper. Nevertheless
his transfer onto the copper plate may have carried some small deviations from the
drawing. To this one can add either that not all prints were carefully made, or that
the material they were printed on became distorted, or that their digitalisation wasn’t
always carefully performed, since we could unfortunately witness that different etchings
we had access to didn’t match perfectly.

We nevertheless thought it would be interesting to analyse the etching (the copy
with best quality) to see which graphical procedure was undertaken by either Beck or
Winterschmidt or Korb, using our procedure to analize such constructions.
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Fig. 12: Using Bosse’s method to draw the first guess for the inner oval of the bookshelves

5.2 A hypothesis on the drawing procedure

5.2.1 A first guess

We started by importing the file representing the etching into our Geogebra program,
and drew a fitting rectangle onto the outside perimeter of the building (see from now
on Fig. 11). Since the curves we wanted to investigate are part of the rectangle, we
traced the horizontal and vertical lines dividing it into four equal rectangles, assuming
for the moment that they are the axes of the ovals inside the room. We then tried to
identify on these axes two vertices A and B in the top right part of the curve inside the
bookshelves, outside the pillars (note that the inside and outside profile were clearly
traced using the same centres). Both points could be moved later. Four points were
then chosen, close to A, on this chosen profile, and the six axes of all the possible
segments joining them were drawn. A point C on the horizontal axis was then chosen,
close to the points where these axes met.

We now used Bosse’s construction illustrated in Sec. 3.2, since we had a first guess
for the axis lengths and for a centre on the minor axis (see now Fig. 12). Point D on the
vertical axis was detected, having distance to B equal to AC, then segment DC and its
axis. The intersection of the latter with the vertical axis yielded point E, the missing
centre. We found the connection point F at the intersection of the line EC with the
circle with centre C through A. Geogebra helped us now to quickly determine the other
three connection points by means of mirroring w.r.t. the axes. The four arcs could now
be drawn. It is interesting to note how the lines drawn for the oval construction seemed
to be the ones used to determine the position of the pillars. We will use this piece of
information later.

The drawn oval needed a bit of an adjustment, first of all a very slight shift down-
wards of the whole drawing needed to be performed, and then small relocations of our
freely chosen points A, B and C. Unfortunately, it looks as if the etching had at some
point a slight deformation along the diagonal from the top-left to the bottom-right.
The result is now displayed as a red line in Fig. 13 and is quite satisfactory. Since we
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Fig. 13: The two hypothetical oval forms for the bookshelves, having chosen a slightly better
fit for the axes and for points A, B and C.

didn’t know which of the two ovals surrounding the bookshelve wall was drawn first,
we also drew the second oval using the same centres, attempting to overlap the outer
profile (the green curve in Fig. 13).

5.2.2 Special features

We now performed, by means of the freeware Geogebra, a number of measurements
and checked for special ratios and alignments of points. In the end we selected the
following (see Fig. 14):

- LN
LM

= 0.755 ≈ 3:4 (relative error of 0.65 %)

- PO ≈ GO (rel. err. 0.66 %)

- OH
OG

= 0.831 ≈ 5:6 (rel. err. 0.25 %)

- α = 46,75◦≈ 45◦(rel. err. 3.81 %).

The first result is compatible with the dimensions declared by Winterschmidt, as
reported by I. Recker-Kotulla in [19], namely 127× 98 Braunschweig feet, which yields
a ratio of 0,768, with a relative error of 2.37 % w. r. t. 3:4.
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Fig. 14: A selection of measurements taken on and around the two hypothetical oval forms,
looking for special features.

5.2.3 Our hypothesis

After some thinking, a hypothesis was formulated on how the designer proceeded, while
he was trying in our opinion to reproduce the architect’s original steps. Wanting to
validate this hypothesis we performed the presumed steps hinted at our findings: We
made the construction non-visible, leaving only the frame and the symmetry axes, and
a drawing was made according to the following steps (see Fig. 15).

Starting from the outside of the building (which the designer could draw at the time,
having measured the outside walls, together with the inner portion of the frame) we
detected point P and traced a circle through P with centre O. The intersection Q with
the horizontal axis was to become a vertex of the outer oval defining the bookshelves
dividing the room. For the other vertex of the same oval we divided OQ into six parts
and took five of them to define OR, the minor axis, so as to satisfy the proportion 5:6.
Having used two parameters – the two axis lengths – we needed an extra one to
determine the oval, and we chose the angle formed by the line of the centres with
the horizontal axis, setting it at 45◦. Now we performed the construction by Huygens
described in Sec. 3.2, suggesting that the author had consciously put himself in a
constrained oval situation.3 This done, we observed that the choice of a middle point V
of the previously performed subdivision of the axis in six parts (see again Fig. 15),

3A special construction for a 45◦ angle could also be made, such as the one presented in [13].
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Fig. 15: Re-constructing the two ovals following the suggested procedure.

worked very well as a vertex for the inner oval, which we drew making use of the same
centres T and U .

The obtained ovals were a relatively good match to the curves in the reproduction
of the engraving representing the bookshelve wall. The lack of symmetry, now more
evident, suggested that a better match was unlikely to be found. The following further
constructions will add to this statement. Fig. 16 illustrates our final steps.

We took Z as the midpoint of another previously obtained subdivision of the major
axis OQ and built the oval through Z with centres T and U . This is in our opinion
the oval used to define the outer perimeter of the pillars (in green), which we suggest
were then distributed according to the lines through the centres and the bisectors of
the angles formed by the latter and the vertical axis (the pink dotted lines). The
midpoint Y of QW was then probably used to define the inner perimeter of the other
curved bookshelves in the four corners, again using T and its symmetrical J as centres
(the blue dotted circles), their width being the same as that of the central shelves.

5.2.4 Final remarks

We stress that the above process was not “linear”, that some trial and error was in-
volved, and that other directions were taken before a satisfactory result was obtained.
The etching on which we worked was one of many – the one with the best quality –
all slightly different from one another, and this obviously made everything more com-
plicated. Moreover, as we already pointed out, the current image is not perfectly
symmetrical, and this can have various causes: the original copper plate image may
not have been precisely produced and/or the prints on paper not carefully obtained
and/or the digitalisation process underwent some inaccuracies. To this we can add that
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Fig. 16: Our hypothesis for the drawing of the first floor of the Biblioteca Wolfenbüttel with
regard to all curved profiles present in the etching.

not all the information about the original plan by Korb was necessarily at hand when
the drawing by Winterschmidt was produced, and this is why a simpler hypothesis,
inspired by the one presented here, was also made, and is described in [12].

6 Conclusions

The interpretation of a form – be it a drawing or a set of points belonging to the same
construction – should not be done by means of purely computational methods. The
nearly perfect fit of a computer determined curve or shape doesn’t have any meaning
if we can’t understand which steps the original designer took to draw it in the first
place, and, most important of all, doesn’t shed light on his artistic inspiration, both
in the drawing and in what he intended the final form to look like. Together with the
stage of geometrical knowledge at the time of the design, the cultural and technical
contexts have to be taken into account. Last but not least, we have to keep in mind
what kind of sources are available to us and how reliable they are.

The authors of the drawing and of the engraving we study in this paper also had
a problem with their sources, only being able to measure the exterior and the interior
of the library building (with instruments far more error-sensitive then today’s) and
probably without little other information about the plan, if any. And this is one of the
reasons why it makes sense to suggest a simpler and more elegant hypothesis in [12],
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since the original geometrical construction by Korb (who possibly didn’t even draw a
detailed plan for the library) may well have been a different one.
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